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We have been considering in these lectures concepts nnd hypotheses 
for analyzing general 
SkKtmappiyxinxgenErsIxiE patterns of threat-behavior. Today we shall 

try to apply these notions in a particular set of situations; we will J 
it A 

test their ability to bring order to some unusually disorderly 

phenomena; situations where madness is power, bargaining power. 

W 
We will be considering the occasional rationality of irra tionalityf. 

tjn j'-11 , 
[j ^Madness has many forms,Anot all of them„useful even in bargaining 

vWtt3 cv£r> 
/ p± the sorts that may be profitable, ^they have peculiars advantages 

only in certain situations. In order to classify these situations, 

let us recall from the last lecture the concept, "willingness to 

risk conflict. 11 This is. defined for a bargainer relative to a 

particular pair of ultimatums, his own and his opponent's: i.e., 

relative to a particular pair of demands and offers, where a particula 

"conflict" outcome results if neither player accepts his opponent's 

offer. player's "willingness to risk conflict" refers to the 

maximum subjective probability of ^conflict^ that he will accept in 
£7W0 • ■ 

maintaining hisA"last offer," as opposed to accepting his opponent's 

offer. It is a "critical risk," a threshhold probability; if he 

considers the "actual probs-billty" of con/lictVas higher than this- 
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sritical pyobi-bilit';,h' (if he maintoins _his ultima tumy he will accept 

nis on onent's offer; if lower, he will resist. 

’"Conflict"—which might mean a strike, a breakdown of negotiations,{ 
* * s' 

"no deal," or war—would result if hf chooses to commit himself to his j 
t 

ultimatum abd it turns out .that his opponent has simultaneously . * 
! 

committed nimself uo .xis uiu — .*o.^am. In c^nsiuerm*^ o.-e j^s. i ^ -l c 
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advantages of committing himself Xz irrevocably to his ultimatum, ana ; 



thereby maximizing its credibility, the player must ask himself whether 

the risk of conflict he would be assuming in'that case is "too high." 

Thus, we can describe his decision problem as though he compared his 

estimate of the actual risk with a "critical risk", or "willingness to 

'risk conflict," the latter depending on £hx his preferences for the 
• • 

,K> 

different possible outcomes. 

In general, the situation we will be discussing today is one ^ 
" \ 

in which it is very difficult for an apparently "normal" blackmailer, 

with "ordinary" payoffs, expectations, preferences, to make his 

threats *sufficiently* credible: i.e., to make his victim believe that 

the "actual risk" of conflict is*too high-® for him to choose resistance. 

A player who was mad in the right wa.ys might succeed in making those 

threats, sufficiently convincing; he might be able to coerce the victim 

where a "reasonable" player could not. 

The -first instance of such a situation we will consider is one 

in which the potential victim will give in if he assigns even a 

moderate probability to conflict (his "willingness to risk conflict" 

is very low); but where an apparently fiormal blackmailer would have 

trouble making it appear even slightly plausible that he would carry 

out his threat. It might be that both players in this concrete 

situation, if they could be presumed "reasonable," would have very low 

"critical risks"; for both, if their preferences were "normal," the 
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stakes at isslie would be very small compared to the possible costs of 
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Political Uses of Madness < 

It is the task of our nuclear deterrence policies to make 

a surprise nuclear attack the act of a madman. It is not clear that 

they have succeeded. Given the advantages of a first strike, the 

possibilities (given sufficient warning) for civil defense, khexami 

the urgent incentive to avoid suffering a first strike by an opponent, 

and the possibilities for technological development, it is not certain, 
wfoll 

a£xkik*xtacMafcisk»kfc«xx»*aSiictssxHX, that they xexe ever wholly succeed. 

For the 1960's at least, Albert Wohlstetter tells us, "a surprise 

thermonuclear attack might not be an irrational or insane act on the 

part of the aggressor." (231) 

Still, w»xaiightxbexlHEky if we survive the '6o's, the era might 

some day arrive that the proponents of the Balance of Terror celebrate 

righfexusw^ prematurely: the world in which the best-planned and 

executed nuclear surprise would be, literally, suicidal. S®xiaHRBh^ 

SHxafcfcaElcxQtBlibKKafcRljqfxaraxacfcfcaEkxiJixfebiskxwEKlfixxEKMxfeExtHxaHssxfeHfc 

HEk^kExikxiExxSExlaHHEh^ Deliberately to choose to attack would, in 

that world, be insane. Yet EXEHxfckEn it would not be insane, even 

then, to threaten, conditionally, to strike: or even to commit oneself 

to carry out the threat. Though no one rationally could choose war, 

still one might choose a risk of war, if the stakes were high enough 

and the risk low enough. Thus axans ammaments that aimed to deter 

war need not at all deter nuclear blackmail. And given the pBxsifeiix 

Sties uncertainties obscuring the players' policies, the incentives for 

commitment and the possibility that commitment will not be believed or 
occ-.>, 

will fail, somehbw, to influence, war in that age may podwit, tfot' 

perhaps from rational choices at the moment of attack, but 1rom 

rational choices (commitments: gambles) made earlier. 

i 
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The common belief that in a world where an attack would be 

strictly suicidal, blackmail would vanish along with war, rests on 

the fact that the threatener would have to be very sure, before 

committing himself, that the blackmail would succeed; he could accept 

at most a small risk that he would be called upon to carry out his 

threat. This is true. What is overlooked is that the victim, 

KHHidtxaasKp'fexEKiyxaxx if he is to resist, must be very sure that 

the blackmailer will not carry out his threat. Under these circum¬ 

stances, the blackmailer may not feel callec1 upon to commit himself 

at allfc. lnd®gd^xhB fie can make the threat, go through various maneu¬ 

vers fcisxjsisx designed to make the victim uncerta 1 nfty of his behavior, 

and let the victim weigh the risks. Indeed, under our assumptions he 

may feel free to be particularly provocative, since, the advantage to 

first-strike having been eliminated, the opponent can have no rational 

incentive to pre-empt. 

The blackmailer, then, need not be reckless or mad. But if 

neither is necessary, both of these help. For without some commitment, 
\ A \ 

the blackmail is less likely to be effective. And for the man who is 

convincingly mad, the risks of commitment may be peculiarly small. 

For his commitment, perhaps otpLy his, will be plausible; his claim 

to believe the risks are small, or his willingness to take large 

risks, will be credible. Against rational opponents, the madman in 

this world can win; more than that, he can win safely. This puts an 

unprecedented premium on madness. To decide how likely fchafcxdemaHd 
the 

it is that/supply will rise in response to that demand, let us 

consider the precise requirements. 
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Let us recall from the last lecture the concept "willingness to 

fig-trt-.11 ' This is defined for a bargainer relative to a particular pair 
subjective 

of ultimatums; it refers to the maximum/probability of "conflict" that 

he will risk in maintaining his demand, as opposed to accepting his 

opponent's offer. "Conflict" would result if his opponent likewise 

BsxiSrxfc stuck to his ultimatum. The player estimates, in his own mind, 
(or commit himself t o, 

the likelihood that his opponent will maintain^his ultimatum; he 

compares this estimate to his own "willingness to fl-ght," the critical 

probability of conflict above which wki he would prefer to accept. 

If he concludes that this the "actual risk" is greater than this 
vhis opponent's offer; 

critical risk, he acceptsV'ljr not, he sticks to his own demand and 

takes the risk of conflict. 

His actual expectation of his opponent's choice will reflect, 

first, the payoffs,.the pair of "critical probabilities," as they 

exist at the moment of decision; next, they will reflect the communi¬ 

cations he has received from his opponent, up to That moment, and his 

estimate of the effects of his own communications. 

The essential feature of bargaining under the shadow of the 
wi th 

Balance of Terror, bargaining th® threat of mutual 

suicide, is this: with "normal" players and for almost any imaginable 

bargaining issues, the "willingness to r-es-i-et" is very low for both 

players. 

The payoffs for the prospective victim may look like this: 

- ( o 

-( 
-1 oo 
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If these payoffs are utilities, i.e., if they xssfiiRKfc the 

kbx choices this player would make among gambles involving these 

outcomes, we can compute this player's"willingness to fight" at 
critical 

1/100. This/probability would make him indifferent between Rejecting 

and Accepting his opponent's offer. If he assigns more than 1% 

likelihood to the chance that his opponent will carry out his 

threat, will maintain his ultimatum, he will give in. 

But if he assumes that his opponent is "normal," rational, 

like himself, then he w±4i estimate his opponent's payoffs as being 

very similar: 

oW* 2T ■» ° 

(F>rX T£ i 

His opponent's "willingness to fight" is likeivise only 1/101, 
< actually less, though only- The blackmailer 
rTniviairy different from his own. HisxBpjoxKEKfc must be just as 

thevictim 
cautious in committing himself to his ultimatum as/K« in rejecting it. 

Can we predict that the victim will surely assign as much as 1$ 

\% likelihood to the blackmailer's ultimatum; or that the blackmailer 

will be 100/101 sure that he will do so? 

As we concluded in the last lecture, when the critical probabil¬ 

ities are this close, the payoffs alone do not seem to give us a 

reliable signal as to what the players will actually expect; hence, 

we can't make a general prediction about the outcome. Any of the 
/ 

outcomes may arise, including "conflict." (This is not, in itself, 

a trivial conclusion!) 

However, there are two general ways a player can try to increase 

his chances of a favorable outcome: a) by manipulating his opponent's 

expectations; b) by changing the payoffs, or his opponent's perceptions 
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out; there might be war; arid If there were any chance of that, there 

must be general mobilization (these discussions have a very contempo¬ 

rary tone. In the course of them, the politicians learned, to their 

surprise, that France was incapable of anyxKJtxpBMSK anything between 

a token response and a massive one). And at the thought of thatt 

the politicians' blood ran cold. 

In the end, two comments by the English summed up their problem 

neatly. Chamberlain wrote in his diary: 

"March 12, talked to Flandin, emphasising that public opinion 
would not support us in sanctions of any kind. His view is that if 
a firm front is maintained-Germany will yield without war. We 
cannot accept this as a reliable estimate of a mad Dictator's 
reaction.11 (C 176) 

tt was, in fact, a quite reliable estimate; and that could 
It was ineffective because 

scarcely be disputed, even then. /8m£ to move the English than% 

it had to be extraordinarily reliable. Baldwin calculated his own 

willingness to risk as precisely as if he had been reading these 

lectures. "You may be right," he told Flandin, "but if there is even 

one chance in a hundred that war would follow from your police 

operation I have not the right to commit England." (C 1?,') At that 

it should have been a close decision; and the risks they faced were 

never so small again. But the "mad Dictator" /^ . 

Question: when is it useful for a threatener to create the 

impression that his responses are, to some degree, random,or 

erratic? Answer: when two conditions are both present: a) he wishes 

to create some expectation that he will take a certain action, but 

doesn't in fact wish to commit himself to that action, or for some 

reason doesn't wish to reveal his commitment; b) he thinks that even 

a small likelihood of this in his opponent's mind may be effective. 

Host of the devices he can use ts6' create general uncertainty in his 
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opponent’s mind; where he has more than two alternatives, this works 

in the direction of making them all seem "equally likely," denying 

predominant weight to any one. ((Note: possible wishfulness or 

pessimism may exaggerate weights of best or worst outcomes.)) 

These conditions characterize Just the games we are considering, one 

of which is the game of nuclear blackmail in an era of "balanced 

terror"; so there is some interest in considering other tactics 

fcH&fcxhavgxtehgxdesixKdxKfgK&kxx for creating this impression of 

unpredictability. Simple madness or rage are not available to 

all players. 

The Chinese are gXEgxixgnkiHg doing new work in theixxkxadikiaisai 

line of inscrutability. What adversary in this generation is going to 

forget that they have been spending the last six months, shelling 

the island of Quemoy every other day, excluding holidays? K 

As matter of fact, the American position on Quemoy earlier in 

the crisis had been unusually inscrutable. In some ways, this is 

not x® as easy for a democracy; for instance, a decision, once made, 

tends to leak out. fiiixkfcBXBfctiMxkiaradt^xfciusxatjiisBExaiiExgEXKMisKiaixEHH 

pxBfcKHdtfxwiirtixaxgaiadxdtEatixBixislaHxilBiiifey^xfcfcafcxiixhasxjiBfc But by the 

same token, the fact that no decision has leaked out by a particular 

stage will suggest strongly that no decision has yet been made; the 

effect may be to keep the opponent guessing (unless he thinks he has 

a better theory than the American public). This effect can be enhanced 

by BixpfcasisSHgxfcfcafcxfcfcB deprecating the influence on the decision by 

those sources of opinion, like Congress or prominent commentators, 

whose views are already public or predictable. 
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Secretary Dulles, of course, has been famous for his insistence 

that the United States avoid miscalculation in its opponents by making 

its commitments, decisions and intentions crystal clear. In this 

situation, however, he showed a fine grasp of the tactical uses of 

obscurity. One lively press conference, before the President's 

address to the nation, began ihixxxayi with this exchange: 

(September 10, 1958, New York Times): 

Q: Mr. Secretary, the Army Chief of Information is quoted by the 
Associated press this morning as having said that the decision to aid 
the Chinese Nationalists in the defense of Queraoy and Matsu was 
unanimous on the part of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. This would appear 
to be the first official statement by a Government official of such a 
decision. Is that correct?" 

A: That it is the first such statement? 

Q: By anyone on the record. 

A: Wfell, I don't quite get the purport of your question. 

Q: Well, the purport of the question is, has the United States made a 
decision to help Chiang Kai-shek defend Quemoy and Matsu? 

A: It has made the decision reported in the statement which I made at 
Newport on Sept. 4 with the authority of the President. That is the onl 
such decision made. 

Q: But in that statement, as I recall it, you said that the President 
had taken no decision. 

A: I think that the statement is replete with decisions. There was 
no definitive decisions because, as the statement pointed out, certain 
of the facts could not be known in advance of the event. But certainly 
that statement was a significant statement. lift It has been so inter¬ 
preted at least by the Chinese Communists and by the Soviet Union. 
Certainly they see significance in the statement. 

A: Well, if the United States has taken such a decision, why does not tl 
Government say so publicly and officially? 

Q: Because the President has not taken any such decision." 
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Looking over the record of public statements during September, 

1958, it is hard to conclude that the United States was making a 

determined effort to remove doubt from the Communists1 minds as to 

the American response to an invasion. Rather, it seemed to aim at 

creating doubt: to deny them certainty that the United States would 

not respond. We can assume that Dulles was quite aware that this was 

not a policy of "maximum deterrence," that it meant foregoing maximum 

credibility for our threats. We must infer that he seksx Judged the 

risks of more open, definite commitment to outweigh the possible ad¬ 

vantages. Without commenting on that estimate or the merits of his 

policy in that particular situation, I wish to point cut here that 

this could be a reasonable strategy; a doubt, a small likelihood of 

retaliation in the opponent's mind could be enough to deter him, 

where his possible gains are small relative to his possible losses if 

the retaliation were carried out. 
yUr*' 

s Of course, if the opponent is prepared to accept a relatively 

large risk of conflict, the policy of "keeping him guessing" is 

unlikely to be effective. A deliberate effort to avoid open commitment 

will doubtless convince him that, yBMxxsiaxKiteKSEfc in fact, it is 
we ourselves. we ’ 

unlikely that :,&ikhave committed But if ypax have built up 

some reputation for unpredictability, he cannot drive that probability 

down to zero. For example, he may take account of the possibility 

that the United States is more heavily committed than its top decision¬ 

makers realize. Decisions may have become decentralized, actions may 

be planned and executed by subordinates or allies that will in fact 

involve the United States. At the height of the Quemoy crisis, 

Chiang Kai-shek announced that if he felt the continued blockade require 

air strikes on mainland batteries, he alone would decide; he admitted 

I 
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For the Germans, actual fighting, let alone victory, was out of 

the question. One division was sent into the Rhineland: three 

battalions across the Rhine. Andxtteaxs Against them the French alone 

could have mobilized ninety divisions, with 100 in reserve; and 

without mobilization, they could have whipped them (as the German 

generals testified later) with their ready "covering forces" alone. 

As it was, the troops marched in (at the generals' insistence) with 

orders to retreat at once if they were fired upon. Militarily, it 

was a total bluff; but fax Hitler personally, hexhaii was committed 

up fcfcx to the hilt. He staked on this hand all his winnings so far. 

He had to be nearly certain that the French and English would not 

call his bluff. And for all his certainty, even Hitler was affected 

with the enormity of the stakes once he had made his move: 

"The forty-eight hours after the march into the Rhineland were the 

most nerve-racking in my life," his intimates were to hear later, 

again and again. "If the French had then marched into the Rhineland 

we would have had to withdraw with our tails between our legs." 

(Schmidt, 41) Hitler's generals, meanwhile, were sure the French 

would march. His theory was better than theirs. 

They saw that Germany could not accept amore than the most 

minor risk. He saw the risk was low; he saw that the French "willing¬ 

ness to risk" was just as low (KSfexHBasxxaxXiyxlEXxrix as the German 
confidently 

(not necessarily lower), and predicted/that they would estimate the 

actual risk as "fcxaxgxsafcxX "not small enough." 

Meanwhile, in the councils of the French and English, no one 

pretended that their risks of action would be great; all argument 

hinged, as Hitler had foreseen, on ivhether there would be any risk 

at all. The Germans might fire back, the French High Command pointed 
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•-» JLtr+*C~h~t-‘<_ 

of the payoffs, so as to create an asymmetry of bargaining power 

in his favor. Precisely the same tactics may be useful to either 

Jhisxf jRxShgxf jnesfcxKayxEXElai'k 

player, though they may not happen to be equally available to both. 

Furely for convenience, we will look at theprcblem from the point of 

view of the blackmailer, the one whose demand departs from the "status 

quo". In part practice, these tactics, many of which involve a 

touch, or more, of madness, can turn up on either side of the bargain¬ 

ing table; or both. 

The blackmailer's problem is to convince his opponent that he 

is more than 1% likely to carry out his threat. Let us say that 

he does not see any method for doing that with better than 99% 

certainty, so he is unwilling actually to commit himself. 

The first method is simply to be unpredictable; to bK seem 
"a little" 
erratic, impulsive, unstable. The object: to make the opponent believe 

that, after all, this blackmailer is at least 1% likely to do 
were 

anything. This would be duck soup if the "anything" happsuB&xbiaxfee 

anything but sibiclde. Generally, nothing could be easier than to 
add 

an aura of uncertainty of 5# or so to your opponent's expect¬ 

ations; in fact, that much "fuzziness" is virtually automatic, without 

any special effort to produce it. But in this case the enemy's 

expectations might be unusually precise; he might expect the black¬ 

mailer to take special pains to suppress the little' random influences 

that normally disturb his actions. At least, when a false move blows 

up the world, he utaxidt might expect more than normal caution to avoid 

accidental discharge. The blackmailer, then, must take special 

steps to remove this inference. 
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and where no other tactics may promise hope of success. 

We will assume, then, that the judgments that the blackmailer 

makes, or purports to make, are (in this discussion) without obvious 

objective basis, or depart significantly from "normal" evaluations. 

To return to the question of the "conflict" outcome, he may refuse 

to believe that the objective consequences of "conflict" would be 

as bad as his opponent indicates. If nuclear war is at stake, he 

may reveal immense ("mad") confidence in his air defenses, o. the 

effectiveness of his civil defense, or his ability to lessen the 

opponent's attack by a counterforce strike. If the physical 

devastation is too predictable to be denied, he can diminish its 

significance. Thisis a line the Russians have used intermittantly 

for years (with some lapses): "Capitalism will be destroyed; 

communism will surtive, even if the present communists perish. And 

this would be victory; this is all that matters. 

Here we see the benefits of a well-known Ideology, K&king 
plausible 

like those of a military doctrine, making Kxe&ibist what would other¬ 

wise be incredible beliefs, values or expectations. Ideology and 

doctrine have other benefits to a blackmailer, or for that matter, 

to a prospective victim. They may make him impervious to counter¬ 

threats. To the extent that the player learns about the world 

from an immutable "doctrine" or an inaccessible authority, it is 

clearly futile to try to "educate" him, to try to influence his 

expectations or preferences even in the direction of "reality. 

When a Communist says that a particular psi*syy*aixi£ESis prediction 

is derived from Lenin, hfes opponents are forced to concede that 

he is fairly likely to believe that prediction and act on it—no 

natter how far removed from reality It may seem, lerhaps the 
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test of a publicly-professed doctrine is not,"Is it true?" but 

"Is it what I want my opponents to think that I believe?" 

Personal dogmas, idiosyncratic conceptions of the world, can 

serve the same purposes, making particular beliefs both plausible 

and rigid, impervious to communications from the opponent. Simple 

misinformation or ignorance, compounded by wishful thinking, can 

likewise enhance one's "willingness to 

risk," by sbvc&a&sly overestimating the potential gains and under¬ 

estimating the potential losses from commitment. Disbelief that 
weapons 

the enemy has the Kissilgx he says he has; disbelief that they 

have the characteristics he claims; axsrlselfcgf that one4s own 
are 

defenses or retaliatory force Sx vulnerable to his attack; dtsbaltsf 

that, if they are, the enemy is aware of these vulnerabilities, and 

knows how to exploit them; all these, which may be fearful distortior 

s of reality, may yet be strength in bargaining. Yet such defenses 

are treacherous; for unsupported as they are by a well-established 

and well-known ideology, the enemy may hope to teach his opponent 

the facts of life, bring him to his senses—when the appropriate 

moment should arrive. It is this hope that is dangerous for both. 

The blackmailer may believe, quite mistakenly, that he can dispel 
xinxaxhMKEy whenever he chooses, 

the opponent's wishfulness xapiatiy, teach him his errors quite 

rapidly in the showdown; fcyxfcKgxfcSusexfce But when he comes around 

with his lesson, he may find his opponent's beliefs have hardened, 

or that his opponent is firmly committed on their basis; and mean¬ 

while, he himself has committed himself too deeply to withdraw. 
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The more accessible the victim is to communication, the more 

open to rational influence, the more vulnerable he is to last- 

minute "briefings" such as fctoa Goering delivered to his friend, 

Sir Nevile Henderson, after the first meeting between Chamberlain 

and Hitler at Berchtesgaden. Hem If there were war, Goering informed 

him, one thing, at least, was quite certain; there would be"little 

of London left standing." " 

He then proceeded to give me fairly accurate details of the 
numbers of modern antiaircraft guns we possessed at the moment as 
well as of the unpreparedness of England's air defenses generally. 
He also mentioned, as wes doubtless true at the time, that the 
German Air Force was numerically superior to those of Britain, 
France, Belgium, and Czechoslovakia combined." Henderson, 15©. 

The only way to d&scourage such communications is to cultivate 

psychosis at the decision-making levels. If ignorance?: is good, 

madness is better. But both are riskyj as with ideology and 

doctrine, the threatener may simply xkHk.se fail to be convinced 

that he has not gotten through to you* that you,have quite liter¬ 

ally cut the channels of communication and are invulnerable to 

information. Moreover, to insulate oneself ffom his threats and 

"propaganda" may involvfeKg deadening one's sensesto all BkhKx 

input from the outside world, including messages and cautions from 

one's own agents.andx;Basiapi«xxjhKxg When to believe your enemy's 

threats or warnings .just a little is to capitulate or to abandon 

your blackmail, there are great temptations to become totally 

blind and deaf; so that one's policies will proceed on the basis 

of frozen perceptions, and the enamy must adjust to them. Perhaps. 

Deprecating the worth of your opponent's offer 

jsaxaiXaixfcsx again, has the effect of lessening the cost of con¬ 

flict. "I would prefer to fight," 
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is the claim: i.e., in this case, rather die than give in 

to that." It is extraordinary how frequently, and with what 

assurance, that statement is made, when "conflict" means literal 

annihilation. "Surrender," loss of face, loss of Berlin, or 

Asia, or Europe: none of these, it is asserted almost casually, 

are in any degree preferable to...national obliteration. Once 
well 

again, an enemy might/suspect that these "preferences" revealed 

only lack of reflection; when the need arose, he might believe, he 

could force, his opponents to iakg look at the alternatives 

seriously at last. Paced with the certain alternative of the 
or Paris, 

destruction of Prague, or Copehhagen,/governments suddenly found 

that fates they had thought worse than death were, after all, 
Yet the Japanese convinced the Americans that they preferred 

worth living for.A BHxkhKxxkKxrxhaHd^xfciilxKXHKxgrximdtBFxkxsdtxMhy 
to die to a man on their homeland rather than surrender without 
fchBxBKifeXxtixRHfcxxaxlsnxxaxxxackHgxHHxfcfetsxxKaax&iafcisHxfeMrxBff erect 
preserving the Emperorship; for it was true. And this point they wor 
khemxbefaKKxaRixeftKKxtehBxSxilxafixPRxiiKsxaxxkaxtXghkxEnxx 

Finally, the fanatic, unassailable demand; that is the factor 

most &pt to stiffen the "willingness to fight" when disaster is 

at stake. With normal tastes, where "cohflict" means mutual 

suicide, the difference between any demand and any offer would 

scarcely justify accepting a large risk of conflict. It is tfeg 

a talent to have desires so strong that an opponent will believe 

you literally willing to gamble your life to achieve them. Ax 

Thomas nobbes named this condition , in The Leviathan: "To have 

stronger, and more vehement Passions for any thing, that is 

ordinarily seen in others, is that which men call MADNESSE." (59) 

"Whereof there be almost as many kinds," he goes on, "as of 

the Passions themselves.. .Tfie Passion,/whose violence,- or Con¬ 

tinuance maketh Madnes^, is gitfesrxxxrx.. .great vaine-Glory, 
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which is commonly called Pride, and selfe-conceipt...Pride 

subjecteth a men to Anger, the excesse whereof, is the Mednesse 

called ,Xxnd RAGE, lend FURY. And thus 'it comes to passe that 

excessive desire of Revenge, when it becomes'" habituall, hurteth 

the organs, anK becomes Rage...In summe, all Passions that produce 

strange and unusuell behaviour, are called by the generall name 

of Madnesse." (60) (New York, 1950) 

"Of the severall kinds of ^adnesse, he that would take the 

paines, might enrowle a legion," said Hobbes, All of the forms 

of madness that might benefit a blackmailer, Hitler enjoyed. Brill- 

MsxkbiKsaksxsdkxxarfxxaxdtidxlaisxBBESHKHfex 
iantly perceptive of his opponents' vulnerabilities, their anxieties 

real 
and doubts, he was blind to their strengths and/commitments, deaf 

to their counterthreats. No one could reach him, teach him new 

values or beliefs, crack his confidence by magnifying risks. 

"I go the way that Providence dictates with the assurance of a 

sleepwalker," said Hitler, proclaiming the triumph of his gamble 

in the Rhineland, from which his own generals had failed to deter 

him. (B 3*+3). Erratic, unpredictable, totally unbound by conven¬ 

tion, KsxHSEdxfctoKxfchrsafc honor, morality: he confronted his opponents 

xfcfcfextHfcenxB^who wanted nothing badly, with intense, obsessive 

G&rfordb* he found the status quo they offered him unbearable, to 

be not merely broken but revenged. Throughout his second interview 

with Chamberlain, he read dispatch after dispatch brought in by 

couriers, each one sending him into a convulsive rage; "Two more 

Germans killed by the Czechs," he shouted at the Englishman bar¬ 

gaining with him; "I will be avenged for every one of them. The 

Czechs must be annihilated." (WB 133) 
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Hitler threatened war; so did his opponents. But these 

statesmen, who were not mad, did not disguise the fact tha.6 they 

feared war, that they would pay to avoid violence and risk. '‘War 
two nights 

is a fearful thing," said Chamberlain, thezntgfet before he flew to 

Munich; "we must be very clear, before we embark on it, that it is 

really the great Issues that are at stake, and that the call to risk 

everything in their defence,...is irresistable." Hitler had other 

payoffs. He was, to begin with, a gambler; he meant to take risks, 

not avoid them. If Me b^easuredy his payoffs by his willingness to 

take risks, the possible gains from any gamble wcuwid come out with 

a high value, the possible losses aewld—ee trivial. 

More important: to Hitler, violence and war were values, not 

costs; they were preferred means, and more than that, virtually 

ends in themselves. More than to his unprepared opponents, 

war to him meant victory. But even without victory, it meant the 

test and demonstration of dtatrixgyxHf strength, of daring, manhood, 

racial and national superiority; there was no substitute for war. 

To Rauschning he said in 1932: "None of these people any longer want 

war and greatness. But I_ want war." (11). 

"We shall not capitulate—no, never," he said; it was the 

summer before he became Chancellor of Germ any. "We may be destroyed, 

but if we are, we shall drag a world with us—a world in flames." (5) 

Thirteen years later, defeated by his enemies, he ordered a scorched 

earth policy for Germany^ from his bunker in Berlin. "If the war 

is to be lost," he told Speer, "the nation also will perish."(B 707) 
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1 

Risk war? Hitler sought war. Eut smothers beneath him, in the 

early years, were isore conscious of the risks; and he could satisfy 

them, and his own ego, with clever, riskless victories. For he alone 

fcia&xfcXaxXHsxaXfcxls:® knew how to turn his own mad willingness to fight 
As a politician, 

into political power. /He knew well how to use madness; it happened 

that he was hi® own best instrument. If he had not been Hitler, 

he might have Invented Hitler. 

In the end, his lust for military victory rather than Max* 

diplomatic victory led him to disaster; but earlier, this tension 

between his conflicting desires for the clever, political Xxframph 

sndxfch* success and for the triumph ofx his war-machine, so evident 

beneath his impatience, gave him an immense advantage in negotiation. 

XfcxKHMich^xsakafc The madness that made him invincible at Munich is 

catalogued by Hobbes: 

"The passion, whose violence, or continuance maketh nadnesse, 
is ...great valne-Glory. which is commonly called frlde. and selfe- 
conceipt....Pride subjecteth a man to Anger, the excesse whereof, is 
the Madnesse called kxga RAGE, and FURY. And thus it comes to 
passe that excessive desire of Revenge, when- it becomes habituall, 
hurteth the organs, and becomes Rage." 60 

Thus was Hitler affected when the Czechs ,hKMiiiaksd; by their partial 

mobilization in kxxjc£ May, 1938, forced him to give humiliating 

assurances in the face of English and French warnings. From then 

on, Benes was a name that he spat. Previously, he had been plannft^: 

not to attack Czechoslovakia without provocation. Tho Mac fee-j—to -be 

s-urc; would ^prev-l-d-e the provocation^ the most favored pretext for 

a blitzkrieg was to assassinate the German Minister at xaxg Prague. 

(48, WB) Now,Me one week after the Allied brinkmanship, he recalled 

his order and redrafted it to begin: "It is my unalterable decision 

to smash Czechoslovakia by military action in the near future." 
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Ke started the planning for "Operation Green," which provided for 

the destruction of Prague by aerial bombardment and the use of 

poison gas against the ciiilian population of Czechoslovakia; (WB 130) 

the planning went ahead even after Chamberlain's first visit to 

Berchtesgaden, for Hitler kadxHS±fcftsrxfcteB>:siightEst neither expected 

nor hoped that his demands would be met diplomatically. He wanted 
not the Sudetenland, but Czechoslovakia, all of it, by a military 

one thingi/xBxsHgB^xgxxiiXtxxjtxdB^sxkxKXxfeSexStzKKhs^ This was 
Victory. 

the iixpKSKxjtHHxfehxfc desire that impressed itself so unmistakab^p 

on every diplomat he dealt with in this period; they were not 

bluffed this time, they discovered. they learned, listening to him, 

that his "willingness to fight" was infinite, that he wanted war, 

that he could be seduced from it only bp p-eaceful^o^11ulat-lera. 

When Sir Horace Wilson^visited him on September 27, to reject 

h4*^ultimatum, h^T'warning was greeted with nwbi'uug but satisfaction. 

With great anticipation, Hitler shouted at his visitors several 

times, JtXxwjXXxasaBKxfcHBX&zsBhKxXxMtxxiHfcBrpXBfeerfxtaHixXKknsjKifc? 

tKHRxlatsdtxkXsxMHrdx: "Ich ;.verde die Tschechen zersch§.agen"; his 

interpreter rendered this faithfully as, "I will smash-sh-sh the 

Czechs!" (Henderson, p. 164) 

Wilson warned him that England would support France. "If 

France and England strike," screamed the Fuehrer,xi "let them do 

so. It's a matter of complete indifference to me. Today is 

Tuesday; by next Monday we shall all be at war." (WB 151) 

It was not, however, a matter of indifference to his opponents. 

Faced, as their alternative, with the certainty of war, they forced 

a compromise upon him that cheated him, as he felt soon later, of 

the bulk of Czechoslovakia and of his military triumph. "That 

fellow has spoiled my entry into Prague," he said/on nis return 

to Berlin; He set about to recoup; next time there would be no 

j 
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stultifying negotiation—except, as we have heard, with Hacha. 

In the world of the Balance of Terror, will any ruler of a 

major state be able to persuade his opponents that he wants war; 

not only that he will risk it, but that he means to choose it? 

ShsyxxsHiixha Perhaps not; they would have to think him very mad. 

But then, in that day they will not need certainty, or anything 

close to it, to capitulate; and where a little madness could win 

I 
the world, it would raefr seem cautious to assume no madman will 

ever find authority. A man who was slightly mad-MHMidtxbK^xftBx 

sxamxig who looked, perhaps, at other things but risks, who wanted 

some things very much, who could act on impulse—could be ^ useful 
in national politics: 

ircms to have ®«xX»axKX a man of whom it could be said, in negotiation, 

"If we don't get these demands, it's likely that he will take over; 

and then...?" 

And it will be a while before it takes even that much madness 

to make the prospect of a first strike plausible. A little 
•v 

wishfulness—there is never a scarcity of this—and the payoffs 

rearrange themselves to lower a "willingness to wait" from, say, 

1/3 to 1/10. Perhaps, Itn the planning staffs, there are ranges 

of uncertainty like this: 
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If the staffs are "optimistic," they might, if the commentators we 

have cited earlier should turn out to be correct, report 6bst 

Strike, with all its risks, is not mad but—rational. Even so, 
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their ruler may not hurry to xglyxKBHffcdtKjifclyxBn their estimates; 

yet it is not hard to imagine that ttiis confidence and satisfaction 
<1 <fcC* i».fc <fe Ti >$o be 

resting on his belief that he could attack with prof it^ might/commun¬ 

icated tiss if quite effectively in his negotiations. A low willing¬ 

ness to wait, when it is there, remains no secret to one's fellow 

bargainers; and if it rests, a little bit, on "madness," that does 

not make it less influential. Dictators will go on having rages; 

in fact, much the same sort of thing fenrages a dictator from one 

year to the next. After Hitler's humiliation by the Czechs in 

May, Paul Schmidt, his interpreter, reports: 

"the World Press announced jubilantly that the German dictator 
had yielded. One had only to stand up to him, as the Czechs had 
done, they said, to make him see reason. Anyone deliberately planning 
to madden Hitler could have thought of no better method. Openly 
to accuse a dictator of weakness is the thing least likely to make 
him see reason." (88) 

Or as Hericierson put it, speaking of the same incident: "If there 

is one thing which a dictator dislikes, it is being dictated to." 

(106) 

It will be interesting to read in the histories, some day, 

how Kao tse-tung and Kruschev enjoyed having their bluff called at 

Quemoy: if that was what happened. In theory, of course, you can't 

insult a Communist. BsriExiEXfchsy iiixxx£ tefixfefcifx &xX^^Olx£$% 
which we may hope, 

zBrgJCfalajpsnff If that is so,/the Berliners aigfcfcxuBfc may not learn 

the Russian for zerschlagen. 


